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The study of the grammatical discord put into rhyme our

great language science and its fine ; and always urges us to search

and discover About What existed heritage from prompts to give it

the origin .

Grammarians left to us a Great Heritage that refers to the

wise Arabian but it did not study a wide and a new study ; therefore

I intended to study to the Arabian grammar history ; that dose not

depend on the idea of the schools ; and always pauses near the

scientists of atical lesson . And a I mentioned those great

grammarians according to the historical arrangement

This is what I studied in the first part from the letter which

was divided in to introduction and three parts preceded by presace

; and represented it by an end ; that had the most important results

of the research and its suggestion .

In the second parts I discussed the grammatical simplicity ;

its meaning and its relation with renewal , reformation , and

simplification and other terms from the apperotryate terms from

the term of the grammatical simplicity ; investigation the intention
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of the modern simplicity a wide investigation ; and its a new deed I

didn’t try before.

Then I suggested the study of the a Arabian grammar .

In the third parts I discussed the grammatical discord

linking it with simplicity and its the main part in the letter ; I

mention in it the grammatical discord affairs the rat of  it

correctness ; and then studding it in the scope of what had come

from the simplicity modern scientists from opinions and

suggestion .

And I ask god that this will be an accepted deed ; and I truly

meant this ; and from god is the success .


